Abstract. Using majorization and Schur functions, Marshall, Olkin, and Proschan obtained a result concerning monotonicity of the ratio of means. This note shows that a slight extension of their result provides a unified method for obtaining and extending inequalities between means due to Chan, Goldberg, and Gonek, as well as deriving additional inequalities of the same type.
1. Introduction. Chan, Goldberg, and Gonek [1] showed that xp + yf Result (3) was obtained using majorization and Schur functions (for definitions see [2] ).
The main purposes of this note are to show that using (3), (a) inequalities (1) and (2) can be proved in a unified way, (b) (1) and (2) (3) shows that in certain cases the ratio in (3) is strictly increasing in r.
We may now prove Theorem 2.3. Let 0 < x < v, x + y < 1,0 < X < 1, andp < q. Then
Proof. Clearly (1 -x)x < (1 -y)y. Let ax =y, a2 = x, bx = 1 -x, and b2 = 1 -y. Inequality (4) follows from (3) by Remark 2.2. □ Setting X = j in (4) we get (1) as a special case.
The same technique yields an extension of inequality (2). (2) is a special case of (5) by setting A, = l//i, i = 1, . . . , n. Finally, Theorem 2.5 below yields an inequality similar to (1) and (2) . This illustrates that majorization and Schur functions can be used to generate through (3) a host of inequalities similar to (1) and (2). SiWc/ inequality holds in (7) w/i/e« xx = x2 = = x".
